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Progress in the development of solid state lasers has c
at an ever increasing rate in recent years. As impro
solid state laser materials and higher quality nonlinear
tical crystals have become available, advances in
range and scope of solid state lasers has continued to
pand. In many cases these advances owe their succe
the ongoing development of efficient laser diode pu
sources. The variety of wavelengths and output pow
currently available from high-power pump laser diodes
unprecedented. And fueled by such applications as m
cal, industrial, military, and law enforcement, the grow
in solid state laser research and development has outp
growth in virtually every other traditional laser type.

I am pleased to be able to introduce this special sec
on Solid State Lasers. In the few short months that w
available between the announcement of the special
tion and the publication deadline, six papers were
viewed in time to be presented in this issue of Opti
Engineering. These papers represent a sampling of
active research that comprises modern solid state l
development. Two papers are related to laserQ-switches.
The paper by Raevsky and Pavlovitch describes the us
a Q-switch for high average power laser operation, wh
the paper by Gu et al. discusses the performance
Nd:YAG laser incorporating a GaAs passiveQ-switch.
Nonlinear optics is the focal point of the paper by Liu a
Nagashima, in which tunable blue light is generated
second harmonic generation of a Cr:LiSAF laser. Nonl
ear optics are also central to the paper by Jaque, C
many, and Ga´rcia Soléin which red, green, and blue ligh
are generated from a Ti:sapphire laser-pumped NYAB
ser. A novel design for a femtosecond laser is descri
by Li et al. in which a single prism in combination with
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wedge mirror is used for group velocity dispersion co
pensation. The paper by Pavel and Taira describe
model for fiber-coupled diode-pumped lasers in which
M2 factor of the pump beam is used to obtain the op
mum pump focus conditions. This ensures minimu
threshold power and maximum pump-beam to resona
mode matching.

The area of solid state laser development is among
most important contemporary topics in laser developm
for both commercial and custom applications, and I ho
that you will both enjoy the papers and find them use
for your technical endeavors.
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